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In this letter we consider the consequences for the LHC of light vector-like exotica with fractional
electric charge. It is shown that such states are found in orbifold constructions of the heterotic
string. Moreover, these exotica are consistent with gauge coupling unification at one loop, even
though they do not come in complete multiplets of SU(5).
The LHC era is about to begin. The minimal super-
symmetric standard model [MSSM] is the premier candi-
date for new physics beyond the Standard Model [SM],
providing a plethora of new signatures for LHC physics.
Many attempts have been made to derive the MSSM from
string theory. Such attempts typically lead to the MSSM
spectrum plus additional states, termed exotics.
D-brane constructions typically contain exotics which
are chiral under the Standard Model gauge group [1].
As a result, in the best of circumstances these chiral
exotics obtain mass of order the weak scale, only after
electroweak symmetry breaking. In the worst of circum-
stances, the chiral exotics remain massless. Hence these
theories with chiral exotics are severely constrained by
precision electroweak data [2].
Recently, heterotic string constructions using orbifold
compactifications have provided models which have only
the MSSM spectrum or the MSSM spectrum with the
addition of vector-like exotics [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
Vector-like exotics can by definition obtain mass at an ar-
bitrary scale without breaking any Standard Model gauge
symmetry. Simple examples of vector-like exotics include
additional pairs of Higgs doublets (Hu +Hd), a pair of
states with the quantum numbers of a down quark, Dc,
(3¯, 1) 2
3
and its charge conjugate or complete multiplets
under SU(5) such as 5 + 5, transforming under the SM
as (3,1) 2
3
+ (1,2)−1 [D
c + L] + c.c. In the first exam-
ple, these states contribute to the renormalization group
running of the SM gauge coupling in such a way as to
change the GUT scale. If these states are light, with
mass of order the weak scale, then they will destroy the
nice agreement of the LEP data and gauge coupling uni-
fication in SUSY GUTs. Hence, in order to preserve the
nice features of SUSY GUTs, one typically argues that
these states have mass of order the GUT scale. On the
other hand, if the vector-like exotics come in complete
SU(5) multiplets, then at least at one loop they do not
affect gauge coupling unification, even if they are light.
In fact, light vector-like exotics in complete SU(5) multi-
plets have been used as messengers for low energy gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking [11, 12, 13, 14].
In this paper we point out that it is also possible to
have light vector-like exotics, which are not in complete
SU(5) multiplets, however still preserving the nice fea-
tures of SUSY GUTs [15, 16]. Moreover, in the simple
example, these states have fractional electric charge and
thus it would be very interesting to search for such states
at the LHC. Such states are present in many heterotic
orbifold constructions.
I. STRINGY EXOTICA
In Ref. [3, 5] the E8 × E8 heterotic string was com-
pactified on a particular six torus modded out by the
discrete symmetry Z6-II = Z3 × Z2. By taking one com-
pactified dimension to be much larger than the other 5,
it was shown in one of the examples that the Z3 orb-
ifold by itself produced a low energy effective field the-
ory (below the string scale) equivalent to an E6 orb-
ifold GUT in 5 space-time dimensions. The final Z2
orbifolding of the one extra dimension, along with one
Wilson line, reduced the E6 gauge symmetry to Pati-
Salam [PS] SU(4)×SU(2)L×SU(2)R. The resulting orb-
ifold described a line segment with two end-of-the-world
branes. At one end the gauge symmetry was SO(10),
while at the other end it was SU(6)× SU(2)R. Whereas
Standard Model families resided on the SO(10) brane,
it was found that vector-like exotics in the representa-
tions, [(6,1) + (1,2)] + charge conj., were localized on
the SU(6)× SU(2)R brane. Under PS, i.e.
SU(6)× SU(2)R −→ SU(4)× SU(2)L × SU(2)R,
these states transform as
[(6,1) + (1,2)] + c.c. (1)
−→ [(4,1,1) + (1,2,1) + (1,1,2)] + c.c.
Assuming that PS spontaneously breaks to the Standard
Model, i.e.
SU(4)×SU(2)L×SU(2)R −→ SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)Y ,
we finally obtain
[(4,1,1) + (1,2,1) + (1,1,2)] + c.c. (2)
−→ [(3,1)1/3 + (1,1)−1 + (1,2)0 + (1,1)±1] + c.c.
= [Q+E− + L+E±] + c.c.
2with Y = (B −L) + 2T3R and electric charge Q = T3L +
Y/2. Note, these states are explicitly vector-like. They
are all located in the same twisted sector of the string.
Thus it is not unreasonable to expect that they all obtain
mass (when SM singlet fields get supersymmetric vacuum
expectation values) of the same order. We shall therefore
explore the possibility that they have a gauge invariant,
supersymmetric mass M of order the electroweak scale.1
In addition, they are very exotic; henceforth we refer to
them as exotica. They have fractional electric charge
given by
[Q1/6 +E−1/2 + L±1/2 +E±1/2] + c.c. (3)
The exotic leptons have charges ±1/2, while the bound
states of exotic quarks with SM quarks form an iso-vector
and iso-scalar multiplet of baryons
Σ
+3/2
Q , Σ
+1/2
Q , Σ
−1/2
Q , (4)
Λ
+1/2
Q ,
defined by
[Quu]3/2, [Q(ud)s]1/2, [Qdd]−1/2, (5)
[Q(ud)a]1/2,
and an iso-doublet of mesons
Q+1/2u = [Q¯u]+1/2, Q
−1/2
d = [Q¯d]−1/2. (6)
Searches for fractionally charged heavy particles ex-
clude them with mass less than 200 GeV [17, 18, 19].
Nevertheless they can be produced at the Tevatron or
the LHC via Drell-Yan processes. The fermionic exot-
ica are expected to be lighter than their scalar part-
ners, due to soft SUSY breaking contributions to the
scalar masses. Therefore the scalar exotica will decay to
their fermionic partners and a gaugino (either a gluino,
chargino or neutralino depending on the quantum num-
bers of the (s)exotica). Moreover, unless the flavor sym-
metries of the leptonic exotica are broken via Yukawa
couplings to the MSSM Higgs bosons, they will all be
stable.2
The lightest fractionally charged color singlet state will
also be stable. However, due to exothermic processes3
such as
Q¯
+1/2
d + p −→ Σ
+3/2
Q + pi
0
1 We assume here that all these exotics obtain the same mass M,
however this is not a priori necessary.
2 Note, bounds on stable heavy hydrogen are very severe. For ex-
ample, Ref. [20] (see also Ref. [21]) finds the relative abundance
to baryons less than of order 10−28. Although these fraction-
ally charged exotics are stable, they can annihilate. We do not
consider the cosmological evolution of these states in this paper.
3 Similar exothermic processes for R-hadrons was considered in
Refs. [22, 23, 24].
we would expect the baryonic exotica to be more abun-
dant than the mesons. In addition we expect the beta
decay processes
Σ
−1/2
Q −→ Λ
+1/2
Q + e
− + ν¯e
to occur with the lifetime τ
Σ
−1/2
Q
∼ 10−5 sec., of order
τΣ+/Br(Σ
+ → Λ0 + e+ + νe). Thus the Qs will be pro-
duced at the Tevatron or the LHC predominantly via glu-
ons, they will hadronize and the color singlet bound state
exotica will likely be stopped in the hadronic calorimeter.
Note, the electric charge on one fractionally charged state
cannot be screened. However two fractionally charged
states can have their charges screened by the surround-
ing normal matter.
The novel feature of these exotica is that even though
they do not come in complete representations of SU(5),
they nevertheless preserve gauge coupling unification at
one loop.
A. Gauge coupling unification
Consider first the evaluation of sin2(θW ) at MGUT. In
general we have
sin2(θW )
∣
∣
MG
= 1/(1 + C2) with (7)
C2 =
Tr(Y 2/4)
Tr(T 23L)
. (8)
For example, if we take the trace over the 5-plet of SU(5)
we find C2 = 5/3 and sin2(θW )|MG = 3/8. However, we
find the same value of C2 = 5/3 for the exotica in Eqn.
2. Hence the GUT boundary conditions are unchanged
with the addition of these states.
Moreover the RG running below the GUT scale is also
unchanged. At one loop we have
dαi
dt
= −
bi
2pi
α2i , t = ln(µ/µ0)
with
bi = 3C2(Gi)− nT (r). (9)
In this equation, n is the number of chiral multiplets in
the representation r of the gauge group Gi. Tr(TATB) =
T (r)δAB, where TA is the gauge generator for the chiral
multiplet. T (r) = 1/2 for the N dimensional representa-
tion of SU(N) and T (r) = (3/5)Y 2/4 for U(1)Y . Finally
for SU(N), the quadratic Casimir for the adjoint repre-
sentation, C2(SU(N)) = N .
Let ∆bi be the contribution of the exotica to the RG
running parameters, Eqn. 9. We find ∆bi = −1 for all i.
Hence, gauge coupling unification is unaffected by these
states at one loop, even if they have weak scale masses.
One may inquire, whether these novel exotica are
generic in string model constructions. We have looked
3at the exotica found in the “mini-landscape” search of
Ref. [10]. In many cases (of order 5%) we find exotica
with properties similar to those in Eqn. 2. However,
unlike the previous exotica, these states transform non-
trivially under a hidden sector gauge group. Consider
the following two examples:
• 2× [(3,1,1)−1/3 + (1,1,1)1 (10)
+(1,2,1)0 + (1,1,1)±1]
+2× [(3,1,1)1/3 + (1,1,1)−1
+(1,2,1)0] + (1,1,2)±1
transforming under
SU(3)c × SU(2)L × SU(2)A ×U(1)Y ,
and
• [(3,2,1,1)1/3 + 5× (3,1,1,1)2/3 (11)
+2× (1,2,2,1)0 + 4× (1,1,2,1)±1]
+[(3,2,1,1)−1/3 + 5× (3,1,1,1)−2/3
+2× (1,2,1,2)0 + 4× (1,1,1,2)±1]
transforming under
SU(3)c × SU(2)L × SU(2)A × SU(2)B ×U(1)Y .
These states can all be given a supersymmetric mass
M without breaking any gauge symmetries. Moreover
the low energy theory is anomaly free. Although the
exotica do not affect the value of the GUT scale or the
low energy prediction from gauge coupling unification at
one loop, they do increase the value of αGUT . In the first
example (Eqn. 2) we find α−1GUT = 19. In the second
example (Eqn. 10) we find α−1GUT = 14. These two cases
are consistent with perturbative unification. However, in
the third example (Eqn. 11), there is a problem since
we reach the Landau pole before the GUT scale. Hence,
if we demand perturbative unification, this last case is
excluded.
In these examples, the hidden SU(2) gauge symmetry
can become strong forming SU(2) singlet bound states.
We consider a more general example below.
B. Exotica with Hidden sector charge
As discussed in the above examples it is possible in
string theory for the exotica to transform non-trivially
under a hidden sector gauge group. Here we consider
a generalized example, not obtained from a particular
string construction, which has interesting phenomenol-
ogy. Consider a hidden sector gauge group SU(N) with
the exotica transforming as
[(6,1,N) + (1,2,N)] + c.c. (12)
under
SU(6)× SU(2)R × SU(N). (13)
Or under
SU(4)× SU(2)L × SU(2)R × SU(N), (14)
the exotica transform as
[(4,1,1,N) + (1,2,1,N ) + (1,1,2,N)] + c.c. (15)
Note, pursuant to the previous section, values of N > 3
are excluded by demanding perturbative unification.
Assuming the hidden sector gauge coupling gets strong
at a scale ΛN ≫ MZ , the exotica will form SU(N) sin-
glet bound states with mass of order ΛN . Once again
these states will not affect gauge coupling unification at
one loop. The phenomenology of such SU(N) singlet
“baryons” and “mesons” will depend on the values of N
and ΛN .
At the scale ΛN we can expect the N-exotica (Eqn.
12) and their charge conjugates to form chiral conden-
sates.4 Neglecting the Standard Model gauge interac-
tions, this theory has a U(8)L × U(8)R chiral symmetry
which is broken to U(8)vector via the condensates. Hence
we obtain 64 pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone [PNG] bosons,
expected to be the lightest particles of the strong SU(N)
gauge interactions. For an analysis of the PNG spec-
trum, see [25, 26, 27]. Most of these states transform
non-trivially under QCD and are expected to have mass
m ≈ (C2(r)αs(ΛN )αEM )
(m2
pi+
−m2
pi0
)1/2
ΛQCD
ΛN ∼ ΛN where C2(r)
is the quadratic Casimir for the pseudo-NG boson in rep-
resentation r of QCD. On the other hand, some states
with only electroweak quantum numbers will be much
lighter. These states typically have mass squared of or-
der
m2 ≈ α2(ΛN )Λ
2
N . (16)
However, a few of them (i.e. bound states [(1,2,1,N )⊗
(1,1,2,N)] under [Pati-Salam × SU(N)] have mass
squared
m2 ≈
3α
4pi
M2Z ln (Λ
2
N/M
2
Z). (17)
These states have identical electroweak quantum num-
bers to the pair of Higgs doublets in the MSSM, i.e. Hˇu,
Hˇd and, hopefully without confusion, we use this notation
to apply to these exotica here. Finally the lightest states
are axion-like with no Standard Model gauge quantum
numbers.
These light states significantly constrain the lower
bound on ΛN . In fact, bounds on an invisible axion would
apply here and we would therefore expect ΛN > 10
8 GeV,
from astrophysical constraints on an invisible axion [28].
However, the charged states Hˇ+u and Hˇ
−
d would have mass
4 Unlike technicolor theories, these chiral condensates do not break
the Standard Model gauge symmetries.
4less than MZ even for ΛN ∼MGUT (see Eqn. 17). They
would most likely have been observed at LEP or the Teva-
tron via the Drell-Yan production of the exotica through
an off-shell photon or Z. The only way out is to also give
these exotica (Eqn. 12) a gauge invariant massM ≥ 200
GeV. Then all the SU(N) gauge singlets get mass of order
M.
We then can consider two possibilities, either ΛN ≥M
or ΛN ≪ M. The first case is comparable to QCD
with all quark masses less than or equal to ΛQCD. The
PNG bosons will then have two contributions to their
mass squared, i.e. the radiative contributions considered
previously and the explicit mass contribution given by
δm2 =MΛ3N/F
2
N where FN is the axion decay constant.
A more novel scenario occurs if we take ΛN ≪M. These
exotica have properties similar to the “quirks” introduced
in Ref. [29]. They can be produced at the LHC. When
the exotics are produced they can separate by large dis-
tances in the detector before forming the bound state,
since their effective string tension is so much smaller
than their mass. In addition, we expect Hˇ+u and Hˇ
−
d
to be heavier than their neutral weak doublet partners
Hˇ0u and Hˇ
0
d. Thus the charged states will decay via the
beta process Hˇ−d → Hˇ
0
d + e + ν¯e. The neutral ones are
stable and may be dark matter candidates.5 Finally, the
lightest SU(N) singlet exotics can be defined as follows.
Let Ψ = (8, N) define a Dirac spinor for the exotica of
Eqn. 12 in an SU(8) × SU(N) notation. Then the ax-
ial currents JAµ5 = Ψ¯γµγ5T
AΨ, with TA given by the 4
generators in the Cartan sub-algebra of SU(8) but not in
SU(3)c×SU(2)L , create these light PNG bosons from the
vacuum. Two of these can either decay to two photons
or two gluons through the triangle anomaly. Clearly, all
these exotica would have very interesting signatures at
the LHC.
II. CONCLUSION
It is well known that the prediction of gauge coupling
unification in traditional SUSY GUTs is unaffected at
one loop by the presence of light vector-like states in
complete multiplets of SU(5). In this letter we have
identified a class of vector-like exotica which
• do not come in complete SU(5) multiplets,
• do not affect gauge coupling unification at one loop,
• can have fractional electric charge, and
• are found in orbifold constructions of the heterotic
string.
Such states provide an interesting challenge for the LHC.
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